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Indirect vision systems that display the live video stream from a camera on a display can improve 
perception of the surroundings and thereby performance in a visual task compared with direct 
vision. For example, night vision goggles can enhance image contrast at night above the threshold 
needed for processing by the human visual system and enable the wearer to perceive and act on the 
surroundings. This thesis aims to improve the design of indirect vision systems by examining how 
the choice of perspective in an indirect vision system can improve spatial awareness. 
Spatial awareness is the awareness of the objects around us and their location relative to each 
other and to our body. Different tasks may require different kinds and levels of spatial awareness. 
This suggests that task-specific indirect vision solutions may be useful. This thesis investigates 
indirect vision systems for driving cars as an example task that requires a high level of surround 
spatial awareness and allows implementing the necessary sensors, image processing and displays 
in the vehicle without requiring the user to carry the system as a mobile, wearable device.  
Perspective representations, the subject of this thesis, are used to visualize three-dimensional 
space on two-dimensional flat displays. The components of perspective representations are the 
point and direction of view from which the surroundings are observed and the projection method 
that describes how the scenery seen from the point of view is mapped onto a two-dimensional 
screen. Small changes and differences in point and direction of view may be caused by binocular 
vision or head motion whereas large changes or differences may happen for example when moving a 
camera and switching from a subjective first-person perspective to a more objective third-person 
perspective. 
This thesis aims to present a complete treatment of the subject topic by considering both, the 
possibility of using indirect vision to improve spatial perception beyond human capabilities of direct 
vision, as well as the full utilization of human perception capability through indirect vision. 
Concerning the former, studying projection methods led to the proposal of a novel method that can 
present a significantly wider field of view than previous methods without degradation of distance 
perception important for a task like driving. How choice of point of view, known to have an effect on 
spatial awareness, might improve spatial awareness particularly during driving was studied in a 
simulated driving task. While these studies showed the potential of indirect vision to improve 
spatial awareness over direct vision, it is also important to make sure that indirect vision does not 
degrade other aspects of human perception. Motion parallax from head motion is known to be a  
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strong depth cue but is often ignored in indirect vision systems. The final study therefore 
investigated whether motion parallax is needed for an indirect vision system for driving. The 
proposed methods were evaluated in simulated driving and using prototype implementation in real 
cars. 
This thesis provides valuable information for the design of automotive and other indirect vision 
systems in the form of methods for their implementation and experiment results. 
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